Case Study:
Tony Benger Landscaping

“I just can’t imagine
there’s an industry with
workers out in the field
that wouldn’t benefit
from this software.”

Going digital saved time, enabling the company to provide a more
effective service to their customers and explore new aspects of work.
Context
Landscaping company 
Team of 65 people across 4 counties
Head office and a satellite office

Solution
• Re-flow designed the app forms based on their old paper
timesheets and forms. That meant all the team were really
familiar with the layout, so as soon as they saw the software,
they took to it really easily.
• Now, everything they do is put on Re-flow; method statements,
accident and near miss forms, vehicle checks, toolbox talks,
drawings, playground inspection – everything you can think of.

Challenge

Outcomes

• They identified that they were growing so fast that in a
year’s time they would be over burdened with paperwork.
Previously they had at least 5-10 daily job sheets just from the
commercial department.

• Re-flow has halved the number of job sheets they write every
day, which means they have time to explore other aspects of
work, such as chasing new business.

• Additional work which had an urgent deadline needed to be
sent through to staff as a photo or just a measurement and
then a quote sent back to the customer.
• Work in gardens ranging from housing developments to
private gardens, using paper timesheets. It was very confusing
and they had to make constant phone calls back to the office
to solve a lot of misunderstanding.

• “Any business in the landscaping field that thinks it can carry
on doing it on a paper based system is just fooling itself;
you’ve got to embrace new technology.”
Tony Benger, Owner, Tony Benger Landscaping
• ”I just can’t imagine there’s an industry with workers out in
the field that wouldn’t benefit from this software. I would
recommend Re-flow to any contractor that was looking for a
better way of recording their data in a quick and easy way.“
Oli Hemson, Commercial Manager,
Tony Benger Landscaping
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